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Abstract

The main objective of this paper is to drive a rotary inverted pendulum by

following a desired navigation instruction. This navigation is commanded by

the user through a new electromagnetic device which is allowed to perturb the

pendulum from its upright position. This apparatus consists of an electronic

magnetic driving circuit to introduce commands and realized via two operated

magnetic coils. So, the external programmed magnetic perturbation can be

seen as external commandments. Therefore, the control problem statement

is solved via a modified regulation control implementation, to maintain the

pendulum on its upright position and giving free manipulation of the base of

the rotary inverted pendulum. Hence, by using the corresponding H∞-linear

matrix inequality technique, a static state controller is designed and tested

experimentally so supporting our findings.
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1. Introduction

A rotary inverted pendulum, also named Furuta pendulum, is usually em-

ployed as a benchmark case study to investigate various control techniques

due to its inherent instability and intrinsic nonlinearities (see [1]-[3] and ref-

erences there in). As an under-actuated nonlinear dynamical system, it has5

more degrees-of-freedom than control inputs. Under-actuated systems have im-

portant engineering challenges and applications such as free-flying space robots

[4], underwater robots [5], manipulators with structural flexibility [6], chaotic

systems [7], sliding mode control [8], spacecraft systems [9]-[10], underactuated

humanoids robots [11], switched control [12], etc. In particular, the inverted pen-10

dulum is related to missile guidance, where the thrust is actuated at the bottom

of a tall vehicle [13]. Control and stabilization of these systems are challenging

tasks and are topics of research for both engineers and applied mathematicians.

Moreover, a personal transporter vehicle, called Segway (wheeled inverted pen-

dulum system) is also based on the stabilization principle of inverted pendulum15

system [14]-[16]. On the other hand, the rotary inverted pendulum has been

a well-known academic system to analysis and design a great variety of con-

trollers, bracing from the classical to the advanced non-linear ones [17]-[24].

In [25], the authors design a robust control approach for the rotary inverted

double pendulum, where the regulated signal does not depend on the control20

input as our control design does. Almost all of them are designed to fulfill the

regulation and tracking control objectives, being robust against external per-

turbations [26]-[32]. The usual theory to solve a tracking problem is based on

reducing the error between the actual position and the desired trajectory (see

[30]-[36] and references in it). In these papers, a variety of control strategies25

are presented: composite controller, velocity-tracking controller, fuzzy control,

adaptive control, terminal sliding mode control, etc.

The motivation of this paper is to grant an experimental platform to navigate an

2
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under-actuated system by external perturbations. Hence, the proposed method-30

ology is based on inducing a magnetic perturbation manipulated by the user.

Moreover, and from the control objective point of view, it is necessary to ad-

equate the dynamic model of the system to use this perturbation as a healthy

agent to navigate the system. The new control aim is motivated by the remote

control of inverted pendulum [37]-[39]. Usually, position commands are given35

by some elements (network or wireless system) through input channel. How-

ever, in the present paper, none desired trajectory is introduced in the system.

The desired position is introduced via the compensation of the external pertur-

bation. Then, the ’tracking’ problem is solved as a regulation perturbed method.

40

To the best of our knowledge, the tracking control purpose of the inverted pen-

dulum via external perturbations without contact has not been previously pro-

posed. In references [40]-[41], the authors use tiny perturbations on the system

parameters to stabilize the chaotic dynamic behaviors, and to direct trajec-

tories to a desired state. In the present paper, the system is not perturbed45

parametrically, and the external forces are added to perturb the dynamic be-

havior. Therefore, by using the H∞-linear matrix inequality (LMI) technique

[42]-[45], a robust control method is provided. It is important to note that we

are using standard theory applied on our novel platform experiment. Hence,

to drive the base of the rotary inverted pendulum, we use external perturba-50

tions magnetically produced.Thus, an electronic Magnetic Driving Commands

(MDC) device is here developed by using two coils and implemented onto the

inverted pendulum to magnetically disturb it (see Figure 1). This kind of de-

vice which appears in engineering topics is motivated by the fact to manipulate

an object without touching it. In our realization, these coils create magnetic55

field forces that slightly attract (perturb) the pendulum to the left or right,

depending on the corresponding activated user command switches located in

MDC device. This perturbation is then compensated by designed H∞-LMI-

based controller producing angular displacement on the base of the pendulum,

keeping its upright position. In this way, the designed system is navigated at60

3
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the disposal of the user command. Therefore, the external disturbance induces

a desired movement (clockwise and counter-clock wise) on the rotary inverted

pendulum mechanical support. This may be a novel experiment to impact aca-

demic teaching on external control design of underactuated mechanical systems.

Obviously, to fulfill this control objective, the control problem statement and65

modeling require to be correctly modified.

Figure 1: Our experimental platform composed by a computer with the Educational Control

Products (ECP) software in it ([46]); the rotary inverted pendulum; the MDC-device and the

coils. Note that the pendulum is attached to the load disk.

2. Problem statement

The principal aim of this paper is to obtain a new electromagnetic device

able to reproduce the navigation of a mechanical system without touching it.

This navigation is obtained because the controller tries to stabilize the system,70

when commanded disturbance appears. Then, designing a robust control law,

the system maintains this navigation despite external disturbances and para-

metric uncertainties. The control design does not depend directly on a desired

trajectory, because the system detects it as an external perturbation.

75

More precisely, two objectives have been stated. One is to design and im-

plement an electromagnetic device to produce external magnetic disturbance

4
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the rotary inverted pendulum (RoIP): w is the external

perturbation produced by the MDC; [θ1, θ2]T is the measurable output; z is the virtual output

to be compared to w [42]; [ṗ1, ṗ2]T is the observed velocity vector; u is the control input.

forces onto the rotary inverted pendulum. So, this device is used to perturb the

system. Then, the proposed controller maintains the pendulum on its upright

position by obtaining the desired system navigation. Thence, we drive the pen-80

dulum by following an induced commanded-by-the-user trajectory through this

magnetic device, which allows to perturb the pendulum from its upright posi-

tion. Finally, the second objective consists of design a new regulation control

algorithm. That is, to solve the perturbed regulation control problem, a state-

feedback LMI-robust controller is designed, to stabilize the Furuta’s pendulum85

on its upright position. A design condition is imposed: the feedback controller

needs to release the load disk position in order to be externally manipulated.

Hence, the pendulum is stabilized for any value of the angular position of load

disk. Furthermore, only two variables are available: pendulum and load disk

angular positions. Then, observers are constructed to obtain the velocities of90

the pendulum and load disk (see Figure 2).

3. Rotary inverted pendulum model

This section presents the mechanical description of the rotary inverted pen-

dulum and its mathematical model according to the academic experimental plat-

form M220 reported in [46]. The rotating base system is driven by a DC-motor95

(see Figure 3) where the inverted pendulum is attached. The angular-rotation

5
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Figure 3: Mechanical diagram representation of rotary inverted pendulum [46].

position of the base (the load disk mechanical system) with respect to O1 is

represented by θ1(t), and θ2(t) is the angular-rotation position of the pendulum

with respect to O2. For simplicity, in our models, the dependence on variable

time t is omitted. On the other hand, Figure 3 and data in Table 1 describe100

the parameters of the rotary pendulum system, where the subscripts r and w

refer to the pendulum rod and weight, respectively; and the parameters L and

R refer to the length and radius of the respective cylinders, correspondingly.

To obtain a mathematical model of the rotary inverted pendulum, the following

assumptions are made:105

1. The system starts near to its non-stable equilibrium point;

2. The pendulum does not move far away from this non-stable equilibrium

point;

3. A small perturbation can be tolerated by our control system.

3.1. Euler-Lagrange’s equations110

The motion equations for the rotary inverted pendulum around unstable

equilibrium point are here obtained by using Lagrange’s theory, which leads to

a second-order under-actuated model. By examining Figure 3, the total kinetic

energy of the system Kc = K1 +K2 +K3, where K1 is the kinetic energy of the

disk rotation; K2 of the pendulum mass center transfer; and K3 of the pendulum115

6
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Table 1: Parameters of rotary inverted pendulum and load disk [46].

Parameter Description

mr, mw Masses of the rod and attached weight (kg).

m Total mass of the pendulum: m = mr +mw.

P Position of the additional mass (m).

Ym, Yr Pendulum and P length to the attach load point (m).

Lr Length of the pendulum (m).

O2 Position of the pendulum attached to the load disk (m).

θ1 Angular position of the disk with respect to O1 (rad).

θ2 Angular position of the pendulum with respect to O2 (rad).

J1 Moment of inertia of all elements that move uniformly

with the base disk (kg ·m2).

Rh Distance between O1 and O2 (m).

Rw Weight radius (m).

T1 Rotation torque generated by the load disk (N/rad).

O1 Center of the base disk.

Jx, Jy, Jz Pendulum inertia tensions, relative to its center of mass (kg ·m2).

lcg Center of gravity of the combined pendulum rod and weight (m).

c1 Viscous friction coefficient.

g Gravity constant (m · s−2).

rotation relative to the pendulum mass center, are [46]:

K1 =
1

2
J1θ̇

2
1, (1)

K2 =
1

2
m

((
θ̇1Rh + θ̇2lcg cos(θ2)

)2

+
(
θ̇2lcg sin(θ2)

)2

+

+
(
θ̇1lcg sin(θ2)

)2
)
, (2)

K3 =
1

2
Jz θ̇

2
2 +

1

2
Jx

(
θ̇1 sin(θ2)

)2

+
1

2
Jy

(
θ̇1 cos(θ2)

)2

, (3)
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where lcg =
mr(yr− 1

2Lr)+mwym

mr+mw
is the center of gravity of the combined pendulum

rod and weight. The terms Jx, Jy and Jz are the moments of inertia for the

pendulum (x-perpendicular to z and y; y - along the rod; z - along the rotation

axis), relative to its center of mass given by:120

Jx = 1
12mrL

2
r + 1

4mwR
2
w,

Jy = 1
4mwR

2
w,

Jz = 1
12mrL

2
r + 1

2mwR
2
w.

Usually the parameters Lw (weight length) and Rr (pendulum rod radius) are

very small in relation to other terms which can be neglected in the above ex-

pressions. On the other hand, the corresponding potential energy is:

U = mglcg cos(θ2). (4)

By using the Lagrange function L = Kc−U , we obtain the equations of motion

as:
d

dt

(
∂L

∂θ̇i

)
− ∂L

∂θi
= Ti , i = 1, 2, (5)

where Ti, i = 1, 2, are virtual forces (T2 = 0). From (5), and taking into account

the viscous friction c1 at the load disk, for i = 1 we arrive to:

θ̈1

(
J̄1 + J̄x sin2(θ2) + Jy cos2(θ2)

)
− θ̇2

2mRhlcg sin(θ2) + c1θ̇1+

+θ̈2mRhlcg cos(θ2) + θ̇1θ̇2(J̄x − Jy) sin(2θ2) = T1.

(6)

Finally, for i = 2 in (5), the second equation of motion is:

θ̈1mRhlcg cos(θ2) + θ̈2J̄z − 1
2 θ̇

2
1(J̄x − Jy) sin(2θ2)−mglcg sin(θ2)+

mRh sin(θ2)θ̇1 − θ̇1θ̇2mRhlcg sin(θ2) = 0,

(7)

where

J̄1 = J1 +mR2
h,

J̄x = Jx +ml2cg,

J̄z = Jz +ml2cg .

8
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Note: Friction on the mechanical pendulum system can be neglected. Actually,

the ECP manufacturer also specifies this assessment [46]. However, Appendix

9.1 explains that if friction is considerable, it can be viewed as a perturbation.

4. Robust control design125

Following our previous problem statement, we consider a reduced model with

x = [θ̇1, θ2, θ̇2]. The equilibrium point is x∗ = [0, 0, 0]T . For the control design,

we use a linear model of the system and a robust H∞ control theory, to be

solved via LMI tools [45], [47].

4.1. Linear model130

Considering the rotating base system in inverted situation, equations (6)-(7)

may be linearized around the upright position θ1 = 0 and θ2 = 0, yielding:

θ̈1(J̄1 + Jy) + θ̈2mRhlcg + c1θ̇1 = T1,

θ̈1mRhlcg + θ̈2J̄z −mglcgθ2 = 0.

These equations may be rewritten as:

θ̈1 =
1

p

(
−c1J̄z θ̇1 −m2l2cgRhg θ2 + J̄zT1

)
, (8)

θ̈2 =
1

p

(
mRhlcgc1θ̇1 +mglcg(J̄1 + Jy)θ2 −mRhlcgT1

)
, (9)

where p = J̄z(J̄1 + Jy) − (mRhlcg)2. Introducing external L2 perturbation w

by modifying the pendulum angular position, θ2 is modified as θ2 + w. If w

is not constant, we have to consider the perturbation as ω = [w, ẇ], with the

assumption that ẇ ∈ L2. Defining x = [θ̇1, θ2, θ̇2], the matrix representation of

the linear rotary inverted pendulum model (8) and (9) is

ẋ = Ax + B2u+ B1ω, (10)

9
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where u = T1 is the control effort, and

A =




−J̄zc1
p

−m2l2cgRhg

p 0

0 0 1

mRhlcgc1
p

mglcg(J̄1+Jy)
p 0



,

B1 =




−m2l2cgRhg

p 0

0 1

mglcg(J̄1+Jy)
p 0



, B2 =




J̄z

p

0

−mlcgRh

p



.

4.2. LMI control design

In most control designs, a controller is sought not only to stabilize the sys-135

tem, but also to ensure some satisfactory degree of performance in front of

perturbations. The H∞ control theory deals with this problem, obtaining an

upper bound of the H∞ norm [42]-[48]. In [42], the H∞ problem is established

via the resolution of Riccati inequalities. The common tricks used to turn it into

LMIs are the Projection lemma’s and the Schur complements [43]-[48]. Since140

then, the use of LMI has a wide range of applications (networked systems [49],

fuzzy control [50], circuit control [51], etc).

A linear state-feedback strategy is adopted to design the robust control de-

fined by u = Kx (see Fig. 2). Then, the gain matrix K is obtained from H∞

theory [42]. This theory is based on reducing the effect of an external distur-

bance ω on a virtual variable z, defined by the user. In our case, z is defined

to control the contribution of the perturbation on all the state variables of the

reduced model, with special focus on the control effort u. Hence, we have

z = [θ̇1, θ2, θ̇2, u]T = C1x + D12u, (11)

10
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where

C1 =




0.1 0 0

0 0.1 0

0 0 0.1

0 0 0



, D12 = [0 0 0 1]T .

The values of C1 and D12 are established to emphasize the effect of the dis-

turbance on the robust control law u. A practical way to solve this problem is

to consider a Lyapunov function V (x) such that for any nonzero x and input

ω ∈ L2, the following condition holds ([52]):

d

dt
V (x) + γ−1 zT z− γ ωTω < 0 . (12)

Then, an H∞ performance bound γ for the closed-loop system (10)–(11) with

u = Kx is ensured.145

Definition 1 (H∞ Control [52]). If there exists a matrix K such that (12)

holds, the control law u = Kx is said to be an H∞ controller for the system

(10)–(11).

That is, the system is internally stable (the closed-loop system is asymptotically

stable if ω = 0), with H∞ norm less than γ, i.e., ‖z‖∞ ≤ γ2‖ω‖∞ for ω ∈ L2. To150

simplify the notation, in symmetric block matrices or long matrix expressions,

symbol ∗ is used as an ellipsis for terms that are induced by symmetry.

Theorem 1 ([47, 53]). Consider the system (10)-(11). If there exist γ > 0,

matrices N, Y > 0 symmetric and V regular such that the LMI



−(VT + V) ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

AV + Y + B2N −Y ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

0 BT
1 −γ ∗ ∗ ∗

C1V 0 0 −γ ∗ ∗

N 0 0 0 −γ ∗

V 0 0 0 0 −Y




< 0, (13)

11
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is feasible, then u is an H∞ controller defined by:

u = NV−1 x. (14)

The proof of Theorem 1 is presented is Appendix 9.2.

5. Experiments to an industrial emulator

The purpose of this section is to test the behavior of the new MDC device,155

and also to study the effectiveness of the obtained control law (14). Then, exper-

iments are performed on an ECP Model 220 industrial emulator with inverted

pendulum, that includes a PC-based platform and DC brushless servo-system

[46]. The mechatronic system includes a motor used as servo actuator, a power

amplifier and two encoders which provide accurate position measurements; i.e.,160

4000 lines per revolution with 4X hardware interpolation giving 16000 counts

per revolution to each encoder; 1 count (equivalent to 0.000392 radians or 0.0225

degrees) is the lowest angular measurable [46]. Previously evaluated control law

(15) may be used directly for control modeling, scaled by appropriate system

gains (amplifier and software gains and motor torque constants). The inverted165

pendulum is modified attaching an external electromagnetic commanded distur-

bance device, introducing uncertainties on the parameters values of the exper-

iment. That is, we consider the nominal values presented in Table 2 [46]. It is

well-known that a real experiment always contains uncertainties on its parame-

ters. Moreover, in the present experiment, a device is attached to the load disk,170

modifying the mass of the system (see Fig. 4). In order to study the robustness

of the proposed controller, the system parameters are not adjusted. Despite of

it, the H∞-LMI control (15) shows an acceptable behavior. Also, a disturbance

observer is implemented to confirm that the navigation of the system is due to

the external perturbation.175

5.1. Magnetic Driving Command (MDC)

An MDC is implemented into the inverted pendulum to perturb it, creating

a magnetic field that attracts the pendulum to the left or right (commanded

12
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Figure 4: MDC device. The pendulum arm is made of aluminum, so a ferromagnetic device

has to be attached. The coils induce the electromagnetic field forces.

Figure 5: Electronic implementation of the MDC device.

by the user). This perturbation is detected by the platform, and the con-

troller stabilizes it by an angular displacement of the load disk. So, the external180

disturbance induces a desired movement (clockwise and anticlockwise) on the

platform. See Figures 4, 5 and 6. During the experiments, it is important to

note that the pendulum rod does not contact with the magnetos (see the video

uploaded with the main paper).

13
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+12V 

320Ω 
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Led 2 

Coil 2 

sw2 

T2 

Figure 6: MDC’s electronic circuit. SW1 and SW2 are the user commanded switches that ac-

tivate the corresponding coil to perturb the inverted pendulum. The other electronic elements

are the basic ones.

Table 2: Parameter values of rotary pendulum and load disk [46].

mr 0.039 kg J1 0.003 kgm2

mw 0.018 kg Rh 0.194m

ym 0.39m Rw 0.025m

yr 0.43m c1 3.5 10−3N ms

Lr 0.47m g 9.8ms−2

5.2. Experimental results185

Table 2 presents the parameters values of the rotary inverted pendulum [46].

It is important to note that these values do not take into account the mass and

position of the MDC device, introducing some model uncertainties. Then, from

Table 2, the system equations (10)-(11) become:

A =




−1.1379 −28.769 0

0 0 1

0.7219 50.229 0


 , B1 =




−28.769 0

0 1

50.229 0


 , B2 =




318.7

0

−202.2


 .

14
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Using the technique presented in Theorem 1 and solving (13) via Matlab LMI

toolbox [54], the H∞ controller is obtained as:

u = [0.1627 4.5475 0.7761] x, (15)

with H∞ gain γ = 4.9139.

Velocity measurements are not available from experiments. In [55], the au-

thors propose a controller modification to overcome the lack on velocities mea-

surements. So, the velocity part is replaced by a first-order linear compensator

[55]:

u = 0.3 (0.1627 ṗ1 + 4.5475 θ2 + 0.7761 ṗ2) ,

ṗ1 = −10p1 + 5θ1,

ṗ2 = −10p2 + 5θ2.

(16)

The controller in (16) is multiplied by 0.3 to compensate internal gains. The

terms p1 and p2 are auxiliary variables and their differential equations are solved

numerically from θ1 and θ2 measurements. The above equations are a direct190

implementation of controller modification given in [55], where the parameter

−10 is set according to [56] and the gain 5 is adjusted experimentally.

Remark 1. By taking into account that the separation principle is commonly

invoked to design an observer separated from plant dynamics, our controller

scheme (16) was then designed by following this principle (see [56] and [57]).195

The load disk movement is controlled by the robust control law (15) im-

plemented on the computer. This law tries to stabilize the inverted pendulum

despite the external disturbance, by moving the load disk. So, some kind of nav-

igation is obtained, because this perturbation is induced externally through the

MDC device (see Figure 7). Figures 8-10 show the load and pendulum displace-200

ment, and the control effort. Notice from Figure 8 that a very small pendulum

displacement (less than 1 deg.) induces a navigation on the load disk (see Figure

9). This pendulum displacement comes from the external disturbance. Also, a

video is uploaded with the main paper, to show the experiment development and

15
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Figure 7: The load disk movement is induced externally, through a perturbation produced by

the electromagnetic device. So, the pendulum is maintained on its upload position and base

disk moves left and right due to this commanded disturbance (see video https://youtu.be/

81H_xmApoes).
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Figure 8: Pendulum position. The initial position is set manually, so a little error is introduced,

and the pendulum is not centered exactly on zero angular position (non-stable position).

confirm the objective of this paper: the designed control stabilizes the inverted205

pendulum, using the MDC device to create an external perturbation. The video

16
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Figure 9: Load disk position. The displacement is over 25 degrees. The initial position is set

manually, so a little error is introduced.
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Figure 10: Control effort. The control is reseted before the experiment, but due to the

manually set initial position, an initial effort is introduced.

of this experiment can be seen at https://youtu.be/81H_xmApoes.

5.3. Disturbance observer

As said previously, the main motivation of this paper is to emulate the navi-

gation of a sub-actuated mechanism without touching it. To evince this affirma-

tion, we consider now a disturbance observer. Then, a study on how the MDC

disturbances induce navigation on the load disk is experimentally validated. A
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Figure 11: Disturbance observer versus load position (first 10sec). MDC: the right push-

button ’moves’ the load disk in clockwise; the left one in counter-clock wise. The MDC

push-buttons are activated by pulses. Small delay can be appreciated.

comparison between the displacement of the load disk and the observed distur-

bance is done. Moreover, we can appreciate that MDC’s left/right push-button

induces movement on the load disk. Fig. 11 pictures the load position compared

to the observed disturbance, showing the navigation of the system. In [58], a

survey of disturbance observer can be found. Here, we consider an state based

on observer. From (10), we obtain

B1ω = ẋ−Ax−B2u.
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Figure 12: The disturbance is registered by using (17). Notice that ŵ1 and ŵ3 have a similar

behavior. The external perturbation can be an average of these two signals.

Considering the notation A = (A(i, j)), B1 = (B1(i, 1)), and B2 = (B2(i, 1)),

for i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we obtain




B1(1, 1)w

ẇ

B1(3, 1)w


 =




ẋ1

ẋ2

ẋ3


−




A(1, 1) A(1, 2) 0

0 0 1

A(3, 1) A(3, 2) 0







x1

x2

x3


−




B2(1, 1)

0

B2(3, 1)


 .

Following the idea presented in [59], consider ŵ1 as the perturbation observed

from ẋ1, ˆ̇w as the velocity of the perturbation appreciated from ẋ2, and ŵ3 as

the perturbation noted from ẋ3. Then, we define the observer as:

ŵ1 = 1
B1(1,1) (ẋ1 −A(1, 1)x1 −A(1, 2)x2 −B2(1, 1)u)

ˆ̇w = ẋ2 − x3

ŵ3 = 1
B1(3,1) (ẋ3 −A(3, 1)x1 −A(3, 2)x2 −B2(3, 1)u) .

(17)

From experiments, we obtain ŵ1 ' ŵ3 (Fig. 12) and ˆ̇w ' 0 (Fig. 13).
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Figure 13: Observed velocity of the external disturbance. The calculated velocity ˆ̇w is almost

zero.

6. Conclusions210

The main motivation of work was to design a new experimental platform

to test user navigation command via external induced magnetic disturbance

forces and applied to a class of under-actuated systems. A way to perform

this objective is to implement a stabilizer in front of disturbances, following a

well-tuned control objective, in order to interpret the perturbation as an user215

command.

That is, we have designed magnetic driving commands (MDC) to create a

tiny disturbance on the inverted pendulum, without contact. The controller sta-

bilizes the inverted pendulum by rotating the load disk, inducing navigation on

the system. The control problem is solved via the well-known H∞ theory, using220

classical LMI technique. The proposed linear feedback controller is then robust

against external perturbations and model uncertainties. The MDC device has

been implemented with electromagnetic coils connected to two switches, allow-

ing clockwise and counter-clock wise displacements. Experiments are carried

out to show the effectiveness of our approach. Moreover, to highlight the nov-225
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elty of the contribution, a disturbance observer is designed to experimentally

validate the main contribution and control objective.

7. Furute work

The extension of the LMI-based controller design based on velocity observer

for this system with disturbances and multiple time-varying delays will be pre-230

sented in the future work. Also, it can be interesting to extend this work to

regional pole constraints procedure, allowing to move the chosen poles to a

pre-specified region of the complex plane.
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9. Appendix

9.1. Friction at the pendulum240

Consider the Coulomb friction applied to the pendulum equation (7), with

coefficient c2:

θ̈1mRhlcg cos(θ2) + θ̈2J̄z − 1
2 θ̇

2
1(J̄x − Jy) sin(2θ2)−mglcg sin(θ2)+

+mRh sin(θ2)θ̇1 − θ̇1θ̇2mRhlcg sin(θ2) = −c2sign(θ̇2),

The value of c2 is unknown but small compared to the other system parameters.

Then, the friction on the mechanical pendulum system can be neglected. If

friction is considerable, it can be viewed as an additive perturbation on the

system, and compensated with the robust control design.
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9.2. Proof of Theorem 1245

Proof of Theorem 1 is now presented. First, Projection lemma and Schur

complements are stated:

Lemma 1 (Projection lemma [43, 53]). For a symmetric matrix Ψ and ma-

trices P and S with appropriate dimensions, there exists a matrix X such that:

Ψ + PTXTS + STXP < 0⇔





N T
P ΨNP < 0

N T
S ΨNS < 0

with NP and NS any matrices whose columns form bases of P and S, respec-

tively.

Lemma 2 (Schur Complements [52]). Consider a symmetric matrix M =250 
 P1 P2

PT
2 P3


. Then, M < 0 if and only if P1 −P2P

−1
3 PT

2 < 0 and P3 < 0 is

invertible.

Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the Lyapunov function V (x) = xTXx, with

symmetric matrix P > 0. From (12), one can obtain:

(Ax + B2u+ B1ω)
T

Xx+ (∗) + γ−1(C1x + D12u)T (C1x + D12u)− γωTω < 0.

System matrices C1 and D12 verify the H∞ assumption [42]: DT
12[C1 D12] =

[0 I]. Considering vT = (xT , ωT ), this inequality can be re-written as

vT




Ω ∗

BT
1 X −γ


 v < 0 , (18)

with

Ω := (A + B2K)TX + (∗) + γ−1CT
1 C1 + γ−1KTK .
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First, the Schur complement is applied to (18) as a first step to linearize it:




(A + B2K)TX + (∗) ∗ ∗ ∗

BT
1 X −γ ∗ ∗

C1 0 −γ ∗

K 0 0 −γ




< 0 , (19)

The proof goes through applying the Projection Lemma. Consider N := KV,

P := (I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), S := (−I, (A + B2K)T , 0, CT
1 ,K

T , I) and

Ψ :=




0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Y −Y ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 BT

1 −γ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 −γ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 −γ ∗
0 0 0 0 0 −Y




.

Thus, we re-write (13) as Ψ + PTVTS + STVP < 0. Now, by the Projection

Lemma, if (13) is feasible, the inequality N T
S ψNS < 0 holds. The null spaces

bases of S is

NS =




(A + B2K)
T

0 CT
1 KT I

I 0 0 0 0

0 I 0 0 0

0 0 I 0 0

0 0 0 I 0

0 0 0 I




.

From N T
S ψNS < 0, we have




(A + B2K)Y + Y(A + B2K)T −Y ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
BT

1 −γ ∗ ∗ ∗
CT

1 YT 0 −γ ∗ ∗
KTYT 0 0 −γ ∗

YT 0 0 0 −Y




< 0 . (20)
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Consider Q = diag(−γ,−γ,−γ). Applying Schur complement on (20), we ob-

tain

(A + B2K)YT + Y(A + B2K)T − (B1 YCT
1 YKT )Q−1




B1

C1Y
T

KYT


 < 0 .

Using Y = X−1, and applying again Schur complement, it is easy to see that

equation (19) is obtained. Then, condition (12) is verified and u = NV−1x is

an H∞ controller. �255
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